
 

  

Cross Site Scripting "the security gap" 
Introduction 

I wonder if Microsoft applies the patches on their systems of their products. This question is always on my 
mind. I personally think that sufficient effort is not made on this topic,and with a little amount of investigation 
about it,i've found out that a very simple security threat is still standing at the microsoft.com web site.This 
problem ,of course,does not have a direct harm on the server,but may turn out to be annoying if used 
indirectly.Yes,the name of this security gap is ""Cross Site Scripting" .This security gap ,which was 
discovered by Georgi Guninski, looks like it might cause some problems in banks and some places where 
online shopping is done.  

What Can Be Done About It ? 

I want to talk a little bit about "Cross Site Scripting". This security gap was announced in the preceding 
months.By means of it ,many commands can be run on the user's browsers via the intented sites; with the 
help of some scripts ,some processes such as reading files from their discs, or even diverting them to other 
sites can be held out.  
 
These kind of security threats are big deal for financial settings or for the institutes which provide shopping 
via net ( In one of the commercials of a bank in Turkey, people sit in a car ,lock the doors ,and with a 
spontaneous fantasy ,show their id cards to the ones who have come out to do banking processes ,to verify 
the reliability of the site . However ,there is this problem in a large amount of sites,but what surprised me 
was to find out that you can see this security gap in microsoft ,too ,which has delivered a patch for this 
problem. 

Practice 

Any asp operating on the site (could be a search engine or could as well be null.htw kind of script ) can be 
run making an addition to the <script> figure. I am going to tell how it is run with a minimum code, now. It is 
not difficult at all to write more specific scripts , a little amount of imagination could be much more annoying 
then it is thought,as a security gap. 
 
Yes,as i have mentioned before,it is not that big deal to alter the properties of this script ,that's only a 
minimum instance. Now the hack theories... 

Theory? 

The problem that arised in microsoft ,is the null.htw file which is saved on the server.The majority of us (?) 
delete .htw .idq etc ending scripts ,or arrange their permissions so that we permit their usage. It looks like the 
Microsoft didnt feel a necessity such that . Writing an url as below,we can run the "Cross Site Scripting" 



security gap ,with the help of null.htw: 

http://www.microsoft.com/null.htw?CiWebHitsFile=/default.asp&CiRestriction="<SCRIPT>alert('Helloo!!');</SCRIPT>"

The Solution 

You can find a code below ,which can be used for the "Cross Site Scripting" attacks on forms etc.With 
means of this code ,the transfer of the large sized script blocks with the "onsubmit" method will be prevented 
and warning signals will be sent for the figures such as "% < > [ ] { } ; & + - " ' ( )" not executing them. 

<PRE class=CodeForeground>function checkForm() { 
document.forms[0].userName.value = _ 
RemoveBad(document.forms[0].userName.value); 
return true;  
} 

// Bad Characters 
function RemoveBad(strTemp) { 
strTemp = strTemp.replace(/\&lt;|\&gt;|\"|\'|\%|\;|\(|\)|\&amp;|\+|\-/g, ""); 
return strTemp;  
} 
</PRE> 

Offical Patch 

http://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/bulletin/MS00-060.asp  
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